My thanks to Barbie Harry and the committees of the SPSCC & SCSBE for the
judging invitation. Excellently run back to back show, lots of quality cats to judge and
a good steward, (Daniella Allen), all added up to a very enjoyable day.
Mrs Di Brown

Seal Point Siamese C.C. – 15/02/14
BREED CLASSES
Siamese/Balinese/Oriental Imperial Grand Champion
O – Stokes’ IMP GD CH LITTLEFEAT POWDERFINGER (32b1) F 05/03/10.
A beautiful lady, stylish and elegant with wonderful size and strength for a female.
Excellent balance to head with a broad top line and large flared and wide based ears
set wide. Virtually straight profile with a firm chin and level bite, tiny non-visible
excrescence to the back of the skull. Expressive eyes with very good depth of colour.
Long slender neck line with a long weighty and well toned body, whippy tail to
balance. Dark seal tortie points, well mingled and showing some good rich shades of
red, on her ears in particular. Creamy coat with light tortie shading, thus excellent
contrast for a girl of this age, length and texture very good, short and close lying.
Excellent to handle, many congratulations I understand she now has a new title.
Beautifully presented.
2nd R n/a – Morgan’s IMP GD CH ASTRALBLAESE ANDROMEDA (24n) F
21/11/04. An overall well balanced lady with some style but beginning to look her age
now. Medium length wedge, top line very good and her ears are large and nicely set
in line. Profile still very good for her age and is almost straight, firm chin, not many
teeth remaining. Good eye shape and set with gentle expression, can hold a little full
which does tend to show her eye colour as paler than ideal, but there is some
brightness of tone. Good weight to long body, although she has lost some of the
muscle over the spine, but having said that she is still in very good condition for a 9
year old entire. Lilac-based caramel points have good dingy tones today particularly
the tail, coat contrast excellent with minimal shading to tone, although the coat itself
is a little long and fine in texture. The sweetest temperament and excellently
presented.
Balinese Neuter
PC & BOB – Ross’ DIBBERPUSS DREAMER (61 t) MN 08/11/12. Quite a
chunky lad but overall good for type and very well developed for his age. Medium
length wedge with good top of haed, ears just about large enough and set to follow.
Eyes a tad full and the expression is still a baby one, but the shape and set is good and
the colour is acceptable. Strong profile with deep chin, bite a touch untidy but level.
Weighty “puppy” body at present but good for length with long strong limbs and
large well tufted feet, tail almost balances. This boy excels for tabby pattern which is
dramatically pencilled on all his points, spotty-based with double cheek ribbons and
excellent ringing to tail when shaken out, wonderful bracelets that were right up to his

arm pits, with dear little spots to his toes. Coat could be longer but he is a youngster
and it has excellent silky texture, fairly heavily shaded for age, plume reasonable
furnished. The dearest temperament, very friendly bless him. Excellently presented.
Oriental Cinnamon Adult
BOB – Miller’s GD CH BARBECO MIRANDA (37k) F 16/06/11. Superior
Oriental Cinnamon lady, excellent for type and size, and with an almost perfect coat.
Well balanced head with good width to top and large flared ears very well set. Strong
profile with deep chin that lines up with the nose tip, attractive pink nose-leather,
level bite. Snooty expression to eyes of mid green. Long well toned body, tail needs
an inch to balance. Super rich cinnamon coat that was impressively sound and clear of
ghosting, and excellent for length and closeness of texture. Excellent to handle and
excellently presented.
Oriental Classic or Mackerel Tabby Adult
CC & BOB – Browning’s AR*SHASA KUNG (41) M 11/11/12. I love the type and
strength of this male. Excellent head, medium in length with broad top line and huge
flared ears he can hold low at times but then he is a very relaxed lad. Excellent eye
shape set and expression with super vivid green colour. Strong roman profile, chin
has very good depth but slopes back a tad, bite level. Excellent muscle tone to body
with long whip to balance. Dense black classic pattern with fairly well defined
butterfly, has a wide central spine line that is marginally broken in one or two places,
the side spine lines are not so distinct and are joined to his oysters which are
reasonably round and complete. He also has a few lines that run vertically from the
spine line down through the pattern and which is not really correct, but somehow
manages to not detract. I did have some reservations over he certificate because of his
pattern but in the end decided he had enough other good qualities to justify the
certificate. Super coat for length and closeness of texture. Excellent temperament
and presentation.
Oriental Ticked Tabby Neuter Male
BOB – Janicki’s IMP GD PR SHERMESE JUST THE TICKET (45k) MN
01/09/11. A dear old friend, not much more I can say about him, I have waxed long
and lyrical in the past about his ticked pattern, which is perfect and his type and
strength is excellent. If I were to nit pick I would like a more vivid green to his eyes
but they are perfectly acceptable for the SOP. Perfectly presented as always, and a
joy to handle.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
Oriental Self Non-Breeders SH or LH Adult
1st - Miller’s GD CH BARBECO MIRANDA (37k) F 16/06/11
Limit Adult
1st – Ross’ JOMESE JUST-THE-ONE (32b1) F 26/11/12. A neat little queen of
overall good type. Medium length wedge with good top of head and fairly large ears
well set. Basic eye shape and set good but are a little on the large side and thus they
tend to dominate, and the colour could ideally be deeper. Profile good with a deep
strong chin and level bite. Longish body with a good firm tone to it, whip tail to
almost balance. Seal tortie points could be warmer in tone with the red mingling,

though plentiful on all points, rather pale. Coat lightly shaded to tone, good for length,
perhaps a touch soft and fine in texture today, but lying fairly close to body. Handled
so much better than when we last met. Excellently presented.
Siamese ex Seal Point or Balinese Breeders Kitten
1st – Ridgeway’s HARTZIE TOHAVEANDTOHOLD (32/2) M 05/09/13. An
attractive and typy baby. Super little head with very good top line, ears large, nicely
flared and wide set. Eyes excellent for shape and set with very good depth of colour.
Firm little body and whippy tail. Tabby markings well defined with very good tail
rings, but, although okay for a blue at the moment, I do think he may very well end up
blue-base caramel as he is showing some very clear muddy toes to his points,
particularly the tail, and his paw pads and nose leather are almost purple rather than
blue/grey. His coat is also a warm shade for a blue with no sign of any glacial areas,
and there is muddy shading to his back. Needs to be watched, but a very nice kitten
what ever he turns out to be. Excellently presented.
2nd – Gray & Johnson’s TSAICHIN GORGIOUS GEORGE (24b) M 28/06/13.
(See SCSBE report)
3rd – Simcox’s BEWYCHEN LILI LAFAIELLE (32b1) F 02/06/13. A sweet
tempered kitten, basic type good but eyes rather round in shape and lacks Siamese
expression. Seal tortie points very nice indeed, very well mingled with lots of good
bright red. Excellently presented.
Siamese ex Seal Point or Balinese Non-Breeders Kitten
A super class with some excellent kittens
1st - Bennett & Ward’s MAFDET MALALA (24n) F 15/09/11. A very stylish and
promising baby who has developed very nicely since we last met. Lovely head with
excellent top and large wide based and delicately flared ears excellently set.
Excellent expression to eyes with brilliant sapphire colour. Excellent whippy tail.
Perfect temperament
2nd – Ratcliff’s MAFDET MAGICAL (32/3) F 15/09/13. A promising baby, strong
for a female and well grown. Stylish head with very large ears. Eyes a touch straight
set at present but colour good. Good solid feel to body of length. Dark but warm
toned chocolate tabby points. Unshaded coat of very good texture. A very poised
young Miss.
3rd – Emmen’s SPICESIAM COOLHAND LUKE (32a) MN 31/05/13. Almost
adult and has very good type and strength, just needs deeper eye colour. Super rich
red points colour though. Excellent to handle.
ex 3rd - Janicki’s SHERMESE DIABLO-ROSSO (32a) M 12/07/13. A younger
baby, improving all the time, nothing between these two today. Also has very good
rich red points colour. Very sweet tempered.
Oriental Non-Self Non-Breeders SH or LH Kitten
1st – Pounds’ SARNAU MISSTRAL (62 18bv) 02/07/13. Nicely grown with overall
good type. Super vivid green colour to eyes, and at present her pattern is very good,
small neat well rounded dark chocolate spots with minimal linkage, just the lower

spine line to break completely. Spotting fairly superficial with silver undercoat well
up the hair. Some tarnishing evident. Soft silky coat which is to be expected in a
silver variant. Easy to handle.
Visitors Kitten
1st – Janicki’s SHERMESE DIABLO-ROSSO (32a) M 12/07/13
Siamese ex Seal Point or Balinese Breeders Neuter
1st - – Ellams’ CH & GD PR JAKURTZI NIGHTSIDEOFEDEN (32fn) MN
02/10/09. (See SCSBE report)
2nd - Martin’s GD PR ABICASA THE ARTFUL DODGER (24c) MN 19/01/12.
(See SCSBS report)
3rd – Jackson’s CH ADZWOAM KINKY BOOTS (24n) FN 14/09/11. A strong
and stylish lady neuter. Well balanced head with wide top line and large ears set to
follow. Oriental eye shape and set with wicked expression and brilliant blue colour.
Long weighty body, tail needs an inch. Good points colour, dark blue-based caramel
with lots of brownish overtone to the ears and tail. Coat heavily shaded in brownish
blue tones. Handled well.
END OF REPORT

S.C.S.B.E - 15/02/14
BREED CLASSES
Siamese/Balinese Grand Champion Male
IMP – Ellams’ GD CH JAKURTZI D’ARTAGNAN (32fn) M 23/07/12. A strong
and stylish male. Medium length wedge with very good top of head, if I were to nit
pick I would like his ears a mite larger to balance the head perfectly, but they are wide
at the base and excellently set. Strong profile with broad nose, chin lines up and the
bite is level. Expressive eyes with good depth of colour. Good length and muscle
tone to body with tail to balance. Apricot points could show a little more intensity of
tone, but better on the tail and he is probably blue-based anyway. Minimally shaded
coat that was a little long and fine in texture but managed to lay nice and close to
body. Perfect temperament for an entire and beautifully presented.
2nd R n/a – Morgan’s GD CH ASTRALBLAESE PEGASUS (24c) M 28/05/06. A
dear old friend, it is always a pleasure to meet this very dignified older gentleman, but
for me he has a few things that preclude the awarding of this high certificate. Overall
type good and he had very good weight and substance to him today, but he needs
much larger ears, his eye colour needs more depth and his points are dark and lack
pinkish overtones. On the plus side he has wonderful coat contrast, particularly for a
cat of this age, albeit very soft and fine in texture. Another entre with a perfect
temperament, excellently presented.
Siamese/Balinese Grand Champion Female
IMP – Budden’s GD CH BUDDYS BUTTERFLY KISSES (32/3) F 31/03/11. A
mature and well balanced lady of very good type. Medium length wedge with lovely
top line and large flared ears excellently set. Gorgeous eyes for shape set expression
and depth of colour. Profile almost straight, chin firm and bite level, small pinch to
muzzle today. Long strong body with excellent tone, long elegant limbs, but tail a bit
short for balance. Warm toned mid chocolate tabby points with large thumb prints to
ears and well defined rings to tail. Ivory coat virtually unshaded with excellent short
close texture. Lovely temperament and beautifully presented.
R – Fairclough’s GD CH ZARAFA ALLOWEEN (32a) F 02/08/09. Quite a dainty
looking lady but she is deceptively weighty for her size. Lovely balance to head
from the front view, an evenly balanced medium length wedge with large open based
ears perfectly set. Profile not quite so attractive as she has quite a pronounced dip and
bump to nose, chin okay but needs better show preparation, bite level. Oriental eye
shape and set with mid blue colour. Good length to body, a little fuller in the figure,
from having kittens no doubt, tapered tail needs an inch to balance. Super vibrant red
points and it was this that tipped the balance in her favour when I was hesitating over
the certificate. Warm white coat with medium shading to tone, length and texture
excellent. Excellent temperament.
Lilac Point Neuter
BOB – Martin’s GD PR ABICASA THE ARTFUL DODGER (24c) MN
19/01/12. This lad has the most lovely head for style and balance, with excellent
broad top line and very large wide based ears perfectly set. Profile almost straight,

chin firm, bite level, marginal pinch to muzzle today. Super eyes for shape set and
expression with deep but brilliant blue colour. Very long body with excellent weight
and tone, tail needs an inch to balance. Paler lilac points with a hint of pink, coat
virtually unshaded with beautifully sleek close texture. Excellent temperament, a big
time waster. Beautifully presented.
also considered for BOB – Ridgeway’s GD PR HARTZIE BAXTER (24n)
24/06/12. A very nice lilac lad but still looks a baby in comparison to the BOB
winner. Overall type and style good but needs to mature. Medium length head nicely
balanced and without undue exaggeration, good top line and ears just about large
enough. Straight profile and good depth to chin with level bite. Oriental eye shape
and set with mid blue colour. Longish body with good substance, tail needs an inch.
Pretty pale lilac points with a hint of pink, almost unshaded magnolia coat that has a
little “body” to it, but is short and fairly close lying. A very sweet tempered chap
excellently presented.
Apricot Point Neuter
BOB – Ellams’ CH & GD PR JAKURTZI NIGHTSIDEOFEDEN (32fn) MN
02/10/09. Superior male neuter, beautifully balanced overall and hard to fault.
Excellent head, balanced and even with super width to top line and very large flared
ears excellently set. Snooty and slightly wicked expression that belies his gentle
temperament, eye colour very good. Strong profile that is almost straight, firm chin
and level bite. Long elegant body with excellent tone for a neuter, tapered tail just
about balances. Apricot points somewhat pale and lack intensity of ton, in fact very
similar very similar to his entire stable mate. Some light tonal shading to short offwhite coat, a touch soft in texture but lying close. Perfect to handle and beautifully
presented. My choice from a strong line up for Overall BIS, many congratulations.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
Breed 24 Non-Breeders Adult
1st – Ross’s JOMESE JUST-MIRACULOUS (24b) F 15/11/12.A dainty but
weighty lady of overall good type. Medium length wedge needs a little more width
between her fair sized ears. Eyes oval in shape with good depth of colour. Very deep
firm chin with a level bite, pinch to muzzle. Points rather dark but with a hint of
warmth of tone. Minimal shading to coat of good length and texture. Excellent
temperament.
Novice Adult
1st – Fairclough’s ZARAFA DJELIBEYBI (32b3) F 08/05/13. An attractive young
queen but with a lot of maturing to do. Nicely balanced wedge with large ears set to
follow. Excellent expression to eyes of good deep blue. Profile straight and the chin
and bite are good. Dainty body of good length with tail to almost balance. Well
mingled points in warm mid chocolate with, most of the red is quite pale but there are
some richer tones on the ears. Clear coat with excellent sleek texture. Lovely
nature.
Breed 24 Siamese/Balinese Kitten
1st - Bennett & Ward’s MAFDET MALALA (24n) F 15/09/11

2nd – Martin’s FLOWERDEW AGNETHA (24) F 01/08/13. Lovely type with
super sized butterfly ears but overall rather black and white in appearance, with seal
points and coat colour quite cold in tone. Snooty expression to eyes although one has
a tendency to wander, colour mid blue. Coat has medium shading, length and texture
very good. Handled really well.
3rd - Gray & Johnson’s TSAICHIN GORGIOUS GEORGE (24b) M 28/06/13.
This boys colour is a good rich shade of chocolate, although as yet his mask is not
complete. Overall type good, head medium in length, top needs little more width to
balance, ears of fairly good size and set. Eyes excellent for shape set expression and
colour. Super temperament, a big time waster.
Limit Kitten
1st – Janicki’s SHERMESE DIABLO-ROSSO (32a) M 12/07/13
2nd- - Pounds’ SARNAU STEFANNA (32t2) F 26/05/13. A well developed girl of
very good type and most attractive for colour and pattern, has an almost equal balance
between tortie and tabby markings in mid blue, with very good rings to tail and
excellent pale cream mingling to her ears. Super coat texture, very short and sleek.
Excellent temperament.
Radius Kitten
1st - Bennett & Ward’s MAFDET MALALA (24n) F 15/09/11
END OF REPORT

